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Book Marketing Matters
Brian Jud’s free, bi-weekly ezine dedicated to helping you get your fair share of the specialsales markets, and sell more books profitably
Volume 17, Issue 11, Number 407 May 21, 2018
Do you want to sell more books to nonbookstore buyers? Join our commission-based
special-sales program.
We sell your books. We pay shipping.
All non-returnable.

Top inquiries from the salespeople
for the week ending 5/18/18
Title
Ingredient substitutions for
Nutrition

Quantity
4000

BrianJud@premiumbookcompany.com
Or www.premiumbookcompany.com

News From APSS
(The Association of Publishers for Special Sales -- formerly SPAN)

Display your books at the American Library Assoc
conference - $115 with the APSS discount
Have you ever wanted to display your books before 10,000 librarians, but didn’t
want to spend thousands of dollars to do it? APSS has an agreement with The
Combined Book Exhibit® (CBE) to display APSS members’ books at the
American Library Association annual conference.
ALA deadline is June 6 to display your books with the APSS discount -- just $115
•
•
•
•

Attendees can order your books on the spot.
All books are displayed face out, visible to all attendees
You can also provide your own order forms/ promotional materials
Each exhibit is staffed by experienced representatives tasked with the responsibility of
generating orders for each book.

Register for ALA (and many other shows) at http://tinyurl.com/y7bpzgld with your APSS membership

number (insert it at APSS ORDER NUMBER) and save!

Upcoming APSS Webinar
June 6: “Midyear Marketing Evaluation,” By Brian Jud; 6:00 pm ET; https://bit.ly/2IP0VC4

How to Turn Publicity into Profits
Part Two: Writing Body Text That Keeps People Reading
By Brian Jud
You can generate more publicity, sell more books and become more profitable if you follow several simple
techniques for writing promotional material sent to business buyers. These are people in corporations,
associations, schools and other non-retail organizations.
Part One in this two-part series described writing attention-grabbing headlines. Part Two tells how to write body
copy that keeps the reader through your communication. Once you hook the readers with your headline, you must
deliver on their expectations or they will stop reading immediately. Use the body of your press release to
continue the momentum started with the headline and get the readers to take the action you recommend.
Body copy falls into a few well-defined categories, each used in accordance with the general format and theme of
your headline. The style of copy you use in the body of your release must follow the pattern and pace established
by your attention-getter. If you use a direct, factual headline, your body text will usually be most effective if it,
too, is factual. Likewise, if you employ a gimmick headline your body copy should explain the connection to
your book.
1) Straight-line copy. This is the most frequently used type, and your text should quickly begin to develop the
headline. It is like a white shirt, red tie and blue blazer--correct for almost any affair. It directly follows the
headline and proceeds in a straight and orderly manner from beginning to end. It does not waste words, but starts
to sell the benefits of your book immediately.
2) Narrative copy follows the headline with a story that logically leads into a discussion of your content. Your
text sets up a situation prior to getting into your selling copy. This can be a dangerous style to use because you
must construct an interesting story that will keep the readers involved long enough to make your point.
3) Institutional copy sells an idea, organization or service. In many cases this is narrative in style because you
are not trying to sell the value of a specific book. You may be announcing your new consulting service. Your
copy must create confidence in the author, not your book itself. The difficulty is not to get so wrapped up in the
traditions of your publishing firm that the copy becomes boastful. This will quickly turn a reader off, especially if
you use this style following a hornblowing headline.
4) Dialogue and monologue copy permits the person giving the endorsement in your headline to do the selling
in his or her own words. The trick is to retain the attention-getting power of the testimonial and at the same time
sound natural and convincing. One way to do this is to let your endorser do the complete selling job throughout,
or by including a few additional supporting remarks in your own or others' words.
5) Gimmick copy depends upon humor, exaggeration and similar devices to create selling power. This is not
often used in business communication because in most cases you are writing a press release to tell a straight,
informative story.
Use these techniques as guidelines, not as rules. Write for the audience of the recipient (customers, students,

members, employees), not about your book. Practice writing headlines in several different styles and then write
supportive body copy for each.
If you are the copywriter, become the copyreader. Read what you write with a red pencil in your hand. Be brutal.
Cut out meaningless words and useless phrases. Combine some sentences and eliminate others. Give your
readers a long flowing sentence that combines several thoughts and presents important facts. Then use a shorter
sentence to quicken the pace for the reader. Mix and match your text with different headlines until you spark an
idea that is truly creative, powerful and designed to accomplish the objective of your press release.
******************************************************************
Brian Jud is a book-marketing consultant and the Executive Director of the Association of Publishers for Special Sales
(APSS – www.bookapss.org– formerly SPAN). Contact Brian at brianjud@bookmarketing.com or
www.premiumbookcompany.com

3 Things You Need to Know About Bookstores
By Ally Machate

Even though book chains seem as embattled as independent stores these days, especially now that we’re pretty
much down to just Barnes & Noble, the influence of chain stores on both publishers and readers is still
important for any would-be author to understand. Likewise, much of what I’m about to discuss applies to
independent bookstores as well. Here are three things about bookstores that every author needs to know.
How Books End Up on Display Tables
Chain stores offer what we call “co-op” to publishers. This means out of every publisher’s catalog for a
particular season, Chain X chooses which books they are willing to “push.” The publisher shares the cost of
this, which includes setting up display tables, “end” displays (those featured on the aisle end of bookshelf
rows), cardboard stands, and even decorating store windows. Many publishers earmark a certain amount of
marketing dollars for co-op each year and will make offers to bookstores to entice them into participating.
But don’t let all this distract you from what co-op really is—paid advertising. The only difference is a publisher
can’t just choose what they want to advertise before plunking down cash. Chain X first must agree to or offer
the co-op and they have a lot of control over which titles they’re interested in, though special programs can
often help the two parties find an amenable middle ground. How they choose which books to offer co-op on is a
combination of what they think is trendy and will sell and what they think is cutting edge and will sell. There is
a dash of each chain’s buyer’s personal taste in there as well.
Independent bookstores sometimes work with co-op as well. And by the way, publishers, not stores, usually
design and create the cardboard display elements.
How Bookstores Decide Which Titles to Stock
Bookstores alone choose what to stock and what not to stock, though of course publishers’ sales reps do their
best to influence this process. These days, with so many titles coming out every season from a wealth of
publishers big and small, even the biggest chains must be pickier. Most stick with front-list titles, which is why
customers are sometimes frustrated that they can find an author’s latest book but not their earlier works, even if
they’re still in print.
In publishing, everyone thinks “front-list,” “mid-list,” and “back-list.” Front-list titles are the big bestsellers,
books from established authors, timely nonfiction offerings, or any book the publisher wants to put a lot of
muscle behind. The mid-list includes follow-up titles for authors who may have previously been front-list but
did not perform as expected, “smaller” books (not in physical size, but in expected audience), and sometimes
even front-list titles that fail to generate enough pre-pub interest from the chains and so are moved down a rung
last minute. Back-list titles are older books still in print but no longer actively worked on, like classics or
previous works for currently publishing authors.
If the front-list is the publisher’s big gamble on satisfying public appetite with something new and exciting,
mid-lists and back-lists are the meat and potatoes of the industry. Back-list titles, despite their age, stay in print
when they continue to sell all by themselves without any attention (or because the author is still generating
momentum through new releases). Aside from classics and bestselling authors, chain bookstores have steadily
cut down on the amount of shelf space devoted to back-list and mid-list titles as compared to independent
bookstores, just one reason why it’s such a shame the latter keep disappearing. Readers are less likely to
discover your older books while browsing in a chain store. And forget about the big-box stores or other chains
with book sections if you’re not a household name or publishing’s latest darling—these outfits rarely carry
anything but the latest front-list titles.
Why Chains Don’t Often Sell Self-Published Books
Authors have very little control over whether or not a bookstore, or any other kind of chain, will carry their
books. As described previously, the chains have all the power in deciding what they will stock and how many
copies of each—if you’re with a publisher, this process is facilitated by sales reps who pitch each season’s
catalog to the book buyers (buyers for the chains, that is, not consumers).

If you’re a self-published author or with a very small publisher, your fight for shelf space is more like a war.
First, there’s the stigma against self-publishing, which is evolving but still exists, and frankly for good reason.

An overwhelming majority of independent titles today lack professional book editing, design, and marketing; if a
store doesn’t think a product will sell, it isn’t going to stock that product, plain and simple. But, even given a
willingness to stock indie books, stores often don’t (independent bookstores, though, have been increasingly
supportive of local indie authors), which brings me to my second point.
As described previously, retail establishments mainly find out about products in two ways: catalogs and direct
marketing. With books, stores receive catalogs from publishers each season highlighting upcoming titles. Bigger
publishers also employ teams of sales representatives who travel the country, often meeting one-on-one with
regional buyers for the chains and wholesale distributors. Small publishers and independent authors don’t have
the budgets or substantial-enough lists for this. And if a store doesn’t know about a book, it can’t stock it.
Third and finally, you won’t often find self-published books in bookstores because they’d rather devote limited
shelf space to better bets. It’s basic economics, really. Most focus on front-list titles because historically they’ve
generated the greatest sales. Remember, bookstores are most attracted to books that will be getting a healthy
share of their publishers’ and authors’ marketing budgets. Stores fill in the gaps with strong mid-list and back-list
books—primarily classics and previous titles from bestselling career authors, since each time an author’s latest
book comes out the stores have a chance to squeeze more dollars out of his or her back-list. Regional buyers will
also fill shelving gaps with subjects relevant to local demographics and based on category sales histories (for
example, bookstores in aging communities will stock more books on subjects like financing retirement and
managing advanced health issues).
With all of that going on, it’s easy to see why a tiny publisher’s new list or a self-publisher’s first book can’t get
a toehold. Again, indie authors have marginally better luck with independent bookstores, especially if they are
local and community-oriented, but the basic economics still apply: Stores are businesses, and they need sales to
say in business.
Next time we’ll talk about a few ways you can increase your book’s chances of finding a home on store shelves
or tables, and also discuss why you might not care. In the meantime, if you’ve had an experience, positive or
negative, with chain or independent bookstores, please comment below and help your fellow authors out!
______________________________________
Founder of The Writer’s Ally, Ally E. Machate (ally@thewritersally.com) is a bestselling book collaborator, awardwinning editor, and expert publishing consultant who loves using her insider knowledge and experience with the
publishing industry to lead serious authors toward success. She and her team live to help make great books
happen, whether that means showing a writer how to improve a manuscript, get an agent, or self-publish; or
coaching an author on growing her platform to sell more books. Since 1999, she has supported hundreds of
authors on their publishing journey and takes pride in serving as their books’ best ally.

The Cover Story – Peri Poloni-Gabriel
(Peri Poloni-Gabriel of Knockout Design has been in the business of designing
books for over 15 years. She can be contacted at www.knockoutbooks.com)

Historical fiction, this cover had to denote a variety of
subjects from the lighthouse at Alexandria to storms and
shipwrecks during Roman times. A layering effect was
utilized to meld the images over a textured background. The
author wanted to focus on the light aspect vs. the darker
themes visually. Calligraphic and brush stroke font was
used for the title.

Leadership and Growth Concepts – Tom Hill
(Founder and CEO of the Eagle Goal Coach, an organization devoted solely to assisting others find and follow
their life's passion. Tom can be reached via e-mail at tom@tomhillwebsite.com)
Tom Corley, on his website RichHabitsInstitute.com, outlines a few of the differences between the habits of the rich and the
poor.
1. 70% of wealthy eat less than 300 junk food calories per day. 97% of poor people eat more than 300 junk food calories
per day. 23% of wealthy gamble. 52% of poor people gamble.
2. 80% of wealthy are focused on accomplishing some single goal. Only 12% of the poor do this.
3. 76% of wealthy exercise aerobically four days a week. 23% of poor do this.
4. 63% of wealthy listen to audio books during commute to work vs. 5% of poor people.
5. 81% of wealthy maintain a to-do list vs. 19% of poor.
6. 63% of wealthy parents make their children read two or more non-fiction books a month vs. 3% of poor.
7. 70% of wealthy parents make their children volunteer 10 hours or more a month vs. 3% of poor.
8. 80% of wealthy make Happy Birthday calls vs. 11% of poor.
9. 67% of wealthy write down their goals vs. 17% of poor.
10. 88% of wealthy read 30 minutes or more each day for education or career reasons vs. 2% of poor.
11. 6% of wealthy say what's on their mind vs. 69% of poor.
12. 79% of wealthy network five hours or more each month vs. 16% of poor.
13. 67% of wealthy watch one hour or less of TV every day vs. 23% of poor.
14. 6% of wealthy watch reality TV vs. 78% of poor.
15. 44% of wealthy wake up three hours before work starts vs. 3% of poor.
16. 74% of wealthy teach good daily success habits to their children vs. 1% of poor.
17. 84% of wealthy believe good habits create opportunity luck vs. 4% of poor.
18. 76% of wealthy believe bad habits create detrimental luck vs. 9% of poor.
19. 86% of wealthy believe in lifelong educational self-improvement vs. 5% of poor.

20. 86% of wealthy love to read vs. 26% of poor.

Answers to Your Questions About Non-Bookstore Marketing
(If you have a question about selling books to non-bookstore buyer, send it to
BrianJud@bookmarketing.com and he will answer it here)
“I have a book that is great for the military, but I don’t feel comfortable talking on the radio or being
on TV. Is there a way to get more exposure there with print media?” Earl Tablonski
It is difficult to promote the sale of your titles with advertising in general print media in the military segment
because magazines and newspapers have light penetration into military households. The reason for this is that
the military personnel are transient. Local news is not particularly important to them, or if it is, they subscribe
to their hometown newspaper. Yet there are still ways to reach this market through military publications.
Contact each of the periodicals listed below for media kits with current rate cards. These media can also
supply you with up-to-date market information.
Armed Forces Journal, Defense News Media Group, 6883 Commercial Drive, Springfield, VA 22159
703-750-9000; http://www.afji.com/
The Military Times papers offer over 18 supplements throughout the year, including valuable military
resource guides, a special annual historical issue, military healthcare specials and important second career and
educational supplements. Visit the Military Times online at www.militarycity.com or at any one of our service
specific sites: www.armytimes.com, www.navytimes.com,
www.airforcetimes.com, www.marinecorpstimes.com
Family Magazine is the magazine for commissary shoppers, and Salute Magazine:
the magazine for active duty military (http://www.familymedia.com ).
Stars and Stripes is a newspaper for service members, government civilians and their families in Europe, the
Middle East, Africa and the Pacific. Stars and Stripes offer national and international news, sports and opinion
columns. The mailing address for the central office is 529 14th Street NW, Suite 350, Washington DC 200451301; Phone: (202) 761-0900, Fax: (202) 761-0890; Marketing: marketing@pstripes.osd.mil,
http://www.estripes.com/index.asp.

You're On The Air
(Suzi Reynolds, professional media trainer)
The more involved your answer, the less involved is your audience. They think, "I can't do all that" and they'll
tune you out. Make it sound easy for them.

Ideas for Selling to Non-Bookstore Buyers – Guy Achtzehn
(President of The Promotional Bookstore, offering commission-based sales of books to non-bookstore buyers,
guy@msgpromo.com)

Do you have a gift book? Hallmark purchases books from independent publishers, on a returnable basis with
discount ranging from 50% - 70% off the list price. Books priced at approximately $10 - $15 sell best, and they
become “pricey” as they approach $20.
Start the Hallmark submission process by contacting the Retail Marketing & Merchandise Manager at
booknotes@hallmark.com. Describe your marketing flexibility and the title or line of books you propose.
Demonstrate that you know the stores. Describe your promotion plans, but in the context of Hallmark’s needs

Marketing Strategy

Ready to publish your book? Don’t think in terms of launching it, but as creating a start-up company with longterm aspirations. Successful start-ups come from the vision of the founders and their insatiable drive to build
something they want to see in the world. The path to get there is in delighting your customers. Focusing on just
selling books results in rudderless indecision and false starts on dead-end paths.

Kremer's Korner
(Excerpted - with permission - from John Kremer’s sixth Edition of 1001 Ways to Market Your Books. Contact John at
http://www.bookmarket.com)

When negotiating for first serial rights, you should consider what price to ask. You don’t want to price your book
out of the market, but at the same time you want to get a fair price. Here are a few guidelines to use in
determining your price:
1) The higher the circulation of the periodical, the more it can generally afford to pay.
2) How much of your book do they want to excerpt?
3) Does the publication want exclusive rights to the entire book or to just part?
4) For how long do they want exclusivity?
5) Syndication rights should sell for more than first serial rights to one publication.

Booklet Ideas – Paulette Ensign
(Paulette is President of Tips Products International, Paulette@tipsbooklets.com)

Do you know who buys your tips booklets and why? You may be surprised by who they really are rather than
who you think they are, and what their purpose is. Gathering that information can help you reach more of
your best matches with whatever products you create.
Let's start with those single copy sales, whether you sell in print or downloadable format from your website,
someone else's website, back of the room at a speaking engagement, or any other way you may be selling one
copy of your booklet at a time. Some likely reasons people buy a single copy of your booklet are:
o
o
o
o
o

Expand their personal knowledge
See what a colleague is doing
Use to model creating their own
Buy as a gift for someone else
Review to consider buying in bulk
There are variations on the above reasons. These are fairly typical ones. Depending on your content, your
buyers are from certain industries or professions, within a likely age range, one gender more than the other, in
a particular economic range, and have other characteristics in common. The more you know about them, the
better you can serve them.
Then comes the question of who buys large quantities of your tips booklets at a time? That can be hundreds,
thousands, or even millions of copies at a time. It is people and companies who:

o
o

Give your booklet as a gift with or without the recipient purchasing something else
Sell your booklet
Those large quantity buyers often become repeat buyers, too, unlike many single-copy buyers. Large quantity
buyers frequently use your booklet to help them sell more of their own product, service, or cause if they are
not directly selling your booklet. You have seen offers of a gift with purchase. Tips booklets suit many
promotional campaigns that way, bundling the booklet with another product as a gift.
While single copy sales may be important to you for numerous reasons, it is the large quantity sales that
expand your reach and your bottom line, getting your message further and increasing your sales in a
substantial way. The single copy sales may be a pathway to the large sales, especially when someone is
quietly exploring what it is you have to determine if the content and the product quality are suitable for their
marketing campaign, product launch, or other corporate purpose. Those single copy sales can be a dooropener to other great opportunities for you and your business, in ways you could never have anticipated much
less reached on your own.
ACTION - Re-assess where your sales are coming from. What percentage are single-copy sales and what
percentage are large quantity sales? In fact, are you even letting people know you offer large quantity pricing
and customization beyond one line you included in the introduction to your booklet? Look at your sales and
your marketing message to determine the best places and best ways to further share that information. Yes,
some people do know it's possible, and a whole lot more never thought to use 2500 copies of your booklet to
send as a thank you or holiday greeting to their clients and colleagues. Letting them know means serving
their business and yours in meaningful ways.

The Very Idea
(Editorial by Brian Jud)

There may be a benefit for you to launch your book or conduct a
marketing campaign near a major holiday or during a special
marketing period – such as Memorial Day.
Did you know that June is Aquarium Month, Candy Month, Dairy
Month, Fight the Filthy Fly Month, Gay Pride Month, National
Accordion Awareness Month, National Adopt a Cat Month,
National Fresh Fruit and Vegetables Month, Rose Month and
Turkey Lovers Month?
If your book is on one of these topics you could create a campaign
around that theme. Find many more such important dates for
every month of the year at www.holidayinsights.com and tie in
with one to get some extra media exposure for your book.

Marketing Planning
(Excerpted from Brian Jud’s e-booklet, Plan Your Work and Work Your Plan: 461 Tips for Profitable Marketing Planning;
www.bookmarketing.com)

Planning is important as a first step, but shouldn’t consume an inordinate amount of time, especially for a startup. Focus on your customers, then start on your path in a considered direction. Then experiment, evaluate and
iterate.

Helpful Website of the Week – Adele M. Annesi
(Adele is freelance book editor, and a co-author of Now What? The Creative Writer’s Guide to Success After the MFA.
She may be reached at a.annesi@sbcglobal.net)

Vox First Person
http://www.vox.com/2015/6/12/8767221/vox-first-personexplained
Vox is a general interest news site that devotes a section of its
site to personal narratives on key topics. If you have a great
story on an important issue, you can pitch it to Vox First Person,
which seeks stories from writers of every age, gender, race and
political view. They even work with new writers who have an
important story but need help turning it into a piece.

Buy Lines -- Free Information to Help You Sell More Books

Sell more books, more profitably to
non-bookstore buyers
The most current and complete
resource for increasing your sales and
profits in non-bookstore markets.
The ultimate do-it-yourself guide to
selling your books in large quantities
with no returns. Not just who to
contact, but when and how.
$24.95
Order now

Do you need a jump-start to get your sales moving?
Do you have a quick question or two about how to get started in special sales?
If so, consider a one-hour consultation with Brian Jud. Get answers that will ignite your sales efforts. Brian can help
you create a quality product, distribute it to markets you may not even know exist, price it profitably and promote it more
effectively so you can...
Sell more books
Beat your competition
Become more profitable
Sell in untapped, lucrative markets
Minimize -- if not eliminate – returns
Click here for more information.

Do You Want to Increase Your Sales, Revenue and Profits?
A one-day workshop in your office -- customized to your titles -- shows
your staff how to make
large-quantity sales
Learn more!

Increase Your Profits with Sales Promotional Items
Get your book cover or marketing message on promotional items such as
coffee mugs, pens, pads, bookmarks, key chains, shirts, umbrellas or any of
hundreds of other promotional products. See more examples at
www.bookapss.org/PromoItems.pdf Find out how you can use promotional
items to:
· Lure new customers
· Remind procrastinators to buy
· Encourage repeat purchases
· Create brand awareness
· Boost sales
· Create customer loyalty
· Attract more people to your trade-show exhibit
· Spread word-of-mouth advertising
· Have a fun giveaway for book signings and other events
Contact Guy Achtzehn at The Promotional Bookstore,
guy@msgpromo.com or (717) 846-3865. Provide your APSS
membership number for a 10% discount on promotional items
Check out the Writers and Publishers Bookstore and give your favorite books a “Thumbs Up Rating.” Discover
and rate the
best books on writing, publishing and marketing
( http://www.bookmarketingworks.com/index.php?pg=bookstore/bookstore.htm )
Contact Information for Brian Jud

For copies of all the previous issues of Book Marketing Matters visit www.bookmarketingworks.com/mktgmattersnews
To subscribe to Book Marketing Matters click here: <mailto:brianjud@comcast.net?subject=subscribe>
I won’t share or sell your email address.
Discover even more information about non-bookstore marketing by visiting the Special-Sales Tip of the Week at
www.bookmarketing.com
Brian Jud is the Executive Director of The Association of Publishers for Special Sales (APSS). Join this association for
many discounts from major suppliers and many educational programs that can help you sell more books more
profitably. Discover more at www.bookapss.org
He also offers commission-based sales to buyers in special markets and several other programs to contact prospective
buyers in special markets for you through personal sales calls, customized mailings and telephone calls. There is a
program for any budget. www.premiumbookcompany.com
Brian is also an author and book-marketing consultant helping publishers market and promote their books to increase
their sales and profits. Find rated lists of suppliers to publishers at www.bookcentralstation.com. Brian is a media
trainer, frequent speaker at publishing events and host of the online Publisher's Bookstore listing many discounted titles
on publishing, publicity, planning, marketing, publishing law, design and writing.
Brian is the editor of this newsletter. If you have questions, comments or want to contribute a short article, contact him
at P. O. Box 715, Avon, CT 06001; (800) 562-4357; brianjud@bookmarketing.com

